Report on Departmental Function

On 4th September 2019 Wednesday Inauguration function of Computer Science Department was held in a pleasant manner. Dr. R. Jayachandran, respected principal incharge of our college was presided over the function. The chief guest Mr. Jeyaraju Subramanian, IT specialist / Social Security Administration Baltimore, USA, were delivered a wonderful Inaugural address. In his wonderful speech, the student of computer science admired and inspired like anything, many students interacted well and got much information in the field of Computer Technology.

In this function around 94 students participated from our department and formal welcome speech and vote of thanks were given by Dr. K. Karthikeyan HOD Department of Computer Science and Prof. A. Balasubramanian Asst. Prof. Department of Computer Science respectively. In a nut shell, the Inaugural function was a successful one and our Department extends our heartful thanks to principal of this college and Department of Collegiate Education, for giving such an opportunity

Thank You